Learning the Meaning of “Um”: Toddlers’ developing use of speech disfluencies as cues to speakers’ referential intentions
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Abstract
Previous research has uncovered various contextual and social cues that children may use to infer speakers’ communicative intentions (e.g., joint visual attention, pointing). We review evidence from eye-tracking studies that suggests that by 2;6 years of age, children use another previously unexplored cue to infer speakers’ communicative intentions: speech disfluencies. Disfluencies (e.g., “uh” and “um”) often occur before unfamiliar, infrequent, and discourse-new words. Thus, disfluencies provide information about a speaker's intended referent. Further, children use the presence of a disfluency before an object label to anticipate a novel, discourse-new referent. These results demonstrate that children go beyond their input, acquiring the generalization that disfluencies precede not just specific words, but rather categories of words that are difficult to produce.
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Learning and cue use

There are countless ways that human infants might discover facts about the world, but statistical learning is certainly one of the most powerful tools they have. Previous empirical work has demonstrated that infants track and use the statistical properties of their environments in a diverse array of learning tasks pertaining to sounds, words, people, shapes, and objects (Fiser & Aslin, 2002; Maye, Weiss, & Aslin, 2008; Saffran, Aslin, & Newport, 1996; Saffran, Johnson, Aslin, & Newport, 1999; Yu & Ballard, 2007). For example, segmenting words from a continuous speech stream involves tracking the transitional probabilities between words (Saffran, Aslin, & Newport, 1996), and learning word meanings requires tracking cross-situational co-occurrence statistics of objects and spoken words (Smith & Yu, 2008).

Statistical learning begins even before birth, as infants track the prosodic and metrical properties of their auditory environments from inside the womb (e.g., DeCasper & Fifer, 1980). Shortly after birth, newborns can recognize their native language, mother’s voice, and even specific stories and songs (e.g., Byers-Heinlein, Burns, & Werker, 2010; DeCasper & Fifer, 1980; DeCasper & Spence, 1986; Moon, Cooper, & Fifer, 1993). By six months of age, infants can track the distribution of acoustic properties of speech sounds, suggesting that this statistical learning mechanism plays an important role in the formation of phonological categories (Maye, Werker, & Gerken, 2002; White, Peperkamp, Kirk, & Morgan, 2008).

Although tracking raw low-level statistics may be a powerful force for solving many learning problems, it is likely insufficient for some. For example, though early word learning could theoretically be done by tracking the co-occurrence statistics of physically present objects and spoken words, an infant’s limited attention and memory make this solution intractable. Given infants’ cognitive limitations, other cues or biases are needed to limit the pool of possible
hypotheses.

For language learning, one way in which infants limit the number of raw statistics they track is by considering a speaker’s communicative intentions. In word learning, for example, understanding what a speaker intends to refer to greatly simplifies the otherwise computationally difficult process of mapping spoken words to physical referents (Baldwin, 1991; Bloom, 2002; Frank, Goodman, & Tenenbaum, 2009; Tomasello, 2003). The abilities necessary for sensitivity to speaker intentions first emerge between 9 and 12 months of age (Tomasello, 1995). These abilities include holding joint attention (Bakeman & Adamson, 1984), following gestures (Corkum & Moore, 1995), understanding intentionality (Tomasello, 1998; Tomasello, Kruger, & Ratner, 1993), and understanding goals (Kuhlmeier, Wynn, & Bloom, 2003). Therefore, it is possible that very young children, still in the early stages of lexical development, have access to this type of implicit reasoning during online comprehension.

In fact, understanding communicative intentions underlies learners’ use of many extra-linguistic cues for determining the referents of spoken words. These include social cues, such as joint visual attention, pointing, and eye gaze (e.g., Baldwin, 1991, Butterworth & Cochran, 1980; Southgate, van Maanen, & Csibra, 2007; Yu, Ballard & Aslin, 2005), and discourse context (Frank, Goodman, Tenenbaum, & Fernald, 2009). Understanding communicative intentions is also essential to more sophisticated types of pragmatic inference (Behne, Carpenter, & Tomasello, 2005). One example is the principle of contrast, by which word learners presume that a speaker intends to refer to a novel object if they use a novel word form. Thus, young word learners will exhibit a preference for associating novel words with novel objects over objects with known names (e.g., Bolinger, 1977; Clark, 1987; Clark, 1990; Markman, 1990; Markman, Wasow, & Hansen, 2003). Use of this bias has been observed in learners as young as 15 months.
(Halberda, 2003).

Here, we explore one additional cue for inferring speaker intentions: speech disfluencies. Speech disfluencies (e.g., “uh” and “um”) provide an especially interesting cue because their occurrence is not a particularly salient feature of a child’s word-learning experience—unlike such cues as pointing or object presence. One simple null hypothesis is that children, with their limited computational abilities, might only attend to the most salient or informative cues. Indeed, many computational systems simplify learning and inference tasks by only focusing on highly informative cues, or by modeling data in artificially low dimensionality spaces. However, it is possible that the range of data that enters into children’s learning computations is considerably more broad, and not limited to the most salient cues. We provide evidence that children are capable of using disfluencies predictively in online comprehension, suggesting that children's abilities to recognize and integrate cues for language learning and processing are extraordinarily sophisticated, even from a young age. Our results show that children can use disfluencies online as a way to thin the pool of potential referents they consider during comprehension.

**Disfluencies as a cue to speaker intention**

Speech disfluencies include pauses, repeated words, lengthened syllables, abandoned phrases, inserted filler phrases, and speech errors. Disfluencies are numerous in speech between adults. Fox Tree (1995) estimated that about 6 disfluencies occur per 100 words, excluding pauses (which are not necessarily disfluencies). Shriberg (1996) estimated that disfluencies occur on average every 7 to 15 words in conversations between adults. Most disfluencies appear to result from processing difficulties relating to speech production, such as difficulty retrieving a word or planning an utterance. Notably, disfluencies occur in highly predictable locations—before difficult linguistic material.
We focus here on the most common type of disfluency, the filled pause—“uh” and “um” in English (Shriberg, 1996). This type of disfluency is particularly common before infrequent and discourse-new words (Arnold & Tanenhaus, 2011). Consider the following example of a filled pause from the Brent corpus in CHILDES (MacWhinney, 2000):

(1) MOTHER: *Lemme see about these baked potatoes. I mean these uh... yams.*

In Example (1), the speaker erroneously referred to *baked potatoes*, a higher frequency vegetable than *yams*. The speaker then began to correct herself and produced a filled pause while she searched her mental lexicon for the intended word form, *yams*. Lower frequency lexemes like *yams*—as well as lexemes that are new to the discourse—require more processing time due to the delay involved in lexical retrieval. Disfluencies before these hard-to-retrieve words provide speakers with time necessary to locate the correct word forms (Clark & Fox Tree, 2002).

Speakers may produce some types of disfluencies for the purpose of announcing their processing difficulties to listeners (Fox Tree & Clark, 1997). Thus, filled pauses may be intentional communicative acts that convey meaning to listeners (e.g., “Hold on... I’m thinking” or “I’m having trouble accessing a difficult word”). Disfluencies could also simply be artifacts of the processing system. That is, it could be easier for speakers to keep their vocal folds vibrating and tongues held at-the-ready during delays in speech production. Regardless of whether or not speakers explicitly intend to communicate their processing difficulties, speech disfluencies provide the listener with a reliable indicator that the speaker is trying to describe something that is difficult (Arnold, Hudson Kam, & Tanenhaus, 2007).

Previous research suggests that adult listeners can use disfluency cues in online comprehension: adults show a bias to look at discourse-new or uncommon referents when labels are preceded by a disfluency (Arnold et al., 2004; Arnold, Fagnano, & Tanenhaus, 2003; Arnold,
Hudson Kam, & Tanenhaus, 2007). That is, adults appear to have extracted the generalization that disfluencies are reliable predictors of difficult-to-process material and are able to apply this knowledge in novel contexts. Interestingly, adults show no such bias when provided with an alternative explanation for why the speaker is disfluent. Arnold et al. (2007) demonstrated that adult listeners do not use disfluencies predictively if they are told the speaker suffers from object agnosia, a condition characterized by difficulty in labeling even familiar objects. Taken together, these results show that adults engage the following causal inference: novel and discourse-new referents cause increased processing difficulty in normal speakers, but not in patients with object agnosia (who have general difficulties with lexical retrieval). Thus, even if the bias that adults exhibit during comprehension is driven by a low-level association between disfluencies and novel/unmentioned referents, it is at least moderated by high-level explicit inference about the cause of the speakers’ difficulty.

If children have access to either the low-level association or high-level understanding about what causes speakers difficulty, they could use disfluencies to anticipate upcoming referents. This could be useful for a number of different reasons. First, it might enable young word learners to narrow the pool of possible referents that they consider given the discourse context. Second, it could enhance learning by informing toddlers that the subsequent linguistic material is likely to provide new information. Third, it could make spoken word recognition more rapid by enabling toddlers to anticipate an upcoming referent. Finally, anticipating the referent could enhance toddlers’ processing speed, allowing cognitive resources to be more quickly reassigned to learning new material that follows the label (Marchman & Fernald, 2008). Given the demands of word learning, sensitivity to the information contained in disfluencies could be even more advantageous for the young word learner than for the adult.
Even if children are sensitive to associations between particular words and disfluencies in their input, they must go one step further in order to use disfluencies effectively in comprehension: they must generalize beyond these raw lexical associations present in their input. For instance, noticing that “yams” is preceded by a disfluency (as in Example 1) is of little help to a young word learner: disfluencies precede many words other than “yams”, and thus the raw lexical association offers little predictive power by itself. The predictive power afforded by the presence of a disfluency relies on children making the generalization that disfluencies precede not just specific words, but rather categories of words that are difficult to produce (those which are unfamiliar and not previously mentioned).

In the remainder of this chapter, we will first examine children’s linguistic input and provide evidence that speech disfluencies are a reliable feature of speech to children. Next, we will investigate whether young children have been able to generalize from lexically specific instances of disfluency in their input to learn that disfluencies precede referents that are difficult to name. We ask whether toddlers are able to detect and use disfluencies during online comprehension to infer a speaker’s intended referent when that referent is entirely novel (and thus could not have been predicted with a lexically specific disfluency-label association). We provide evidence from a series of eye-tracking studies that by around 2 years of age, young children have learned to interpret disfluencies as indicating that the speaker is trying to refer to difficult referents (objects that are unfamiliar and discourse-new).

**How fluent is speech to young children?**

Since fluency is widely regarded as a hallmark of child-directed speech, it may initially seem odd to consider the possibility that young children could learn that disfluencies signal a difficult-to-label referent. The features of child-directed speech, such as slow speed and short
utterances, are in fact correlates of fluency; on this view, it would seem that children would not be able to learn about disfluencies until later in development.

However, children may still be able to learn from the abundance of disfluencies present in speech between adults. Indeed, there is some experimental evidence that demonstrates that young children (1;10) attend to disfluencies in speech between adults (Soderstrom & Morgan, 2007). Moreover, as the frequency with which disfluencies occur in child-directed speech is not known, it is important to consider the possibility that child-directed speech may itself provide enough examples for learning. We explored this possibility by analyzing the rate of child-directed filled-pause disfluencies in CHILDES (MacWhinney, 2000).

For this analysis, we used only English-language CHILDES transcripts involving two participants—the target child and an adult caretaker. This restriction ensured that the adult-produced disfluencies extracted from the transcripts were directed to the target child, and not to an older sibling or another adult. After extracting filled-pause disfluencies from the remaining transcripts, we computed the log mean probability of a filled-pause disfluency spoken to children at each age.

**Evidence from CHILDES of disfluencies in child-directed speech**

Figure 1 displays the regularity with which filled pauses occurred in speech to young children. At age 2, filled pauses occurred at an approximate rate of 1 every 1,000 words. Further, the plot demonstrates that children heard filled pauses more frequently as they got older (Spearman’s rank correlation, \( rho = 0.85, p < 0.002 \)), in accord with the fact that caretakers tend to use longer, more complicated utterances with older children.

*Insert Figure 1 about here*
Although this rate is much lower than that estimated by Shriberg (1996) for speech between adults (1 filled pause every 50 words), comparing these analyses in terms of absolute rate is problematic. In our CHILDES analysis, only transcribed filled pauses could be detected\(^1\). Since these parent-child interactions were not transcribed specifically for analyzing speech disfluencies (with the exception of the Soderstrom corpus), the transcribed disfluencies represent only a subset of those that occurred. Our analysis therefore yields an underestimate of the true disfluency rate. Disfluencies, then, are a reliable feature of speech to children and they become increasingly frequent with age. Thus, children could learn not only from the disfluencies in speech between adults, but also potentially from disfluencies in child-directed speech.

Our analysis, in conjunction with work by Soderstom and others on disfluencies in speech between adults, suggests that young children are exposed to disfluencies in their input. Next, we examine whether young children have used these specific instances in their input to form more generalized knowledge about speech disfluencies.

**General knowledge of speaker difficulty from lexically specific examples in the input**

If children have learned that disfluencies indicate speaker difficulty, they could potentially use them predictively during comprehension to identify a difficult-to-label referent, even when that referent is novel. In the case of difficult-to-label referents with known labels—for example, “alligator”, which though infrequent is known by most 2-year-olds—children could have learned a lexically specific rule indicating that “alligator” is likely to be preceded by a

---

\(^1\) A review of the audio corresponding to a sample of our data—100 filled pauses with recordings available in CHILDES—confirmed that 98 of the 100 transcribed filled pauses were true disfluencies. The remaining two comprised a partially transcribed “uh huh”, and a verbally produced sound effect intended to simulate a thud.
disfluency. With novel referents (e.g., “wug”), however, children cannot rely on a specific lexical association; rather, children must have acquired general knowledge that disfluencies precede difficult-to-produce labels. We provide empirical evidence from a series of eye-tracking studies that suggests that children make this generalization at around two years of age. Further information on the experimental work described below is available in Kidd, White, & Aslin (2011).

Experimental evidence of young children’s use of disfluencies in comprehension

To test whether children, like adults, are biased to look towards discourse-new or novel referents when they hear disfluencies, we used a simplified version of the Visual World paradigm employed by Arnold and colleagues (Arnold et al., 2004; Arnold et al., 2003; Arnold, Hudson Kam, & Tanenhaus, 2007). Unlike the four-object displays used in Arnold’s adult eye-tracking studies, ours featured only two objects at a time: one highly familiar object (e.g., “ball”), and one novel object (e.g. “wug”). The experiment consisted of 16 trials, each featuring a unique familiar-novel object pair.

We tested 16 toddlers from monolingual, English-speaking homes in each of three age groups: ages 1;4 to 1;8 ($M = 1; 6$), 1;8 – 2;2 ($M = 2; 0$), and 2;4 – 2;8 ($M = 2; 6$). Each child was seated on a parent’s lap in front of a 17-inch LCD monitor of a Tobii 1750 eye-tracker. Parents wore headphones playing masking music to prevent parental influence on the children’s behavior throughout the experiment.

On each trial, the objects from one of the 16 familiar-novel object pairs were presented side-by-side three times in succession. The objects’ locations within a trial were fixed. Figure 2 outlines the timecourse of each trial. During the first two presentations, the familiar object was labeled, first with the carrier phrase “I see the X!”

Kidd, White, & Aslin, 2011
During the third presentation, children were instructed to look at either the familiar/mentioned object or the novel/unmentioned object. The instruction was either produced fluently or contained a filled pause (i.e., “theeee uhhh”). Disfluencies were equally likely to precede familiar and novel targets, preventing children from learning any relationship between disfluencies and target familiarity during the experiment.

**Insert Figure 2 about here**

Critically, at the onset of the third presentation, one of the objects was both novel and previously unmentioned by the speaker. Because it was unclear whether toddlers would be sensitive to either of these factors, we jointly manipulated novelty and discourse status in order to determine whether toddlers can use disfluencies predictively in any capacity.

If children use disfluencies predictively, we would expect to see more looks to the novel/unmentioned object during the period of disfluency. In the disfluent trials, the earliest sign of the disfluency is at the determiner—“thee” in disfluent trials versus “the” in fluent speech. Thus, the determiner was chosen as the onset of the window of analysis in disfluent trials.

Because our focus was on anticipatory looking to the target, the window of analysis ended at the onset of the target word, 2 seconds later. Young children require an estimated 270 ms to program and initiate saccades in response to a stimulus (Canfield et al., 1997). We shifted the window of analysis forward by 250 ms to compensate for this stimulus-response latency.

We calculated the proportion of looks to the novel object at each time point during the critical 2-second window of analysis to examine whether disfluencies caused preferential looking to the novel/unmentioned object. The results for all three age groups are plotted in Figure 3. We found more looks to the novel/unmentioned object during the period of disfluency only in the oldest age group we tested (2;4 – 2;8, $M = 2;6$), though we observed a marginal difference in
looking behavior in the expected direction for the next oldest age (1;8 – 2;2, \(M = 2;0\)).

**Insert Figure 3 about here**

The proportion of time children looked at the novel object in the 2;6-year-old group was 0.68 in disfluent trials, as opposed to 0.54 in fluent trials. This difference was significant \((V = 20, p < 0.01)\). Further, the proportion of looking time to the novel/unmentioned object was significantly above chance in the disfluent trials \((V = 132, p < 0.0003)\), but not in the fluent ones \((V = 87, p = 0.34)\). These results demonstrate that disfluencies cause a selective increase in attention to ‘difficult’ referents, suggesting that 2;6-year-olds use disfluencies online to compute expectations about the speaker’s referential intentions.

The difference for the 2;0-year-old group—0.57 in disfluent trials, compared to 0.49 in fluent trials—reached marginal significance in the expected direction \((V = 33, p = 0.07)\). Neither the mean for disfluent nor fluent trials differed significantly from chance \((V = 99, p = 0.12 \text{ for disfluent}; V = 62, p = 0.78 \text{ for fluent})\).

Finally, for the 1;6-year-old-group, there was no difference in proportional looking for disfluent and fluent trials: the mean was 0.49 for both trial types \((V = 62, p = 0.93)\). Neither mean differed significantly from chance \((V = 49, p = 0.56 \text{ for disfluent trials}; V = 55, p = 0.80 \text{ for fluent ones})\).

**Insert Figure 4 about here**

A regression analysis of individual children’s difference scores in all three age groups indicated that age was a significant predictor of sensitivity to disfluency \((\beta = 0.07, t = 2.62, p < 0.02)\). Age accounted for 13.3% of the variance in differences scores \((r = 0.133)\). Difference scores were computed by subtracting a child’s proportion of looking to the novel/unmentioned object in the window of analysis during **fluent** trials from that in their **disfluent** trials. The
difference scores are plotted (with age binned into 2-month groups) along with the best-fitting line representing the correlation between age and difference score in Figure 4. This pattern suggests that young children’s ability to use disfluencies predictively emerges around 2 years of age.

**Discussion**

Contemporary theories typically model word learning as a process of mapping the arbitrary association between sounds and meanings (Siskind, 1996; Smith, 2000; Yu & Ballard, 2007). The results of our research demonstrate that young children's ability to match sounds with meanings is considerably more general: they are able to match disfluencies not with a single observable referent, but rather with a broader property of communication that is not directly observed and which relates to the speaker’s referential intentions. This highlights young learners’ ability to glean general knowledge from lexically specific associations. Moreover, disfluencies are not an especially salient or informative cue for speaker intention, which implies that young learners track many environmental statistics, and not just the most informative ones.

**An alternative possibility: Learning by doing?**

We have not yet addressed the possibility that children could learn to interpret the disfluencies of others though their own disfluent productions, but this prospect is certainly worth mention. Consider the following child-produced disfluencies from CHILDES:

(2) CHILD (2;5): *This, uh, this...*

  MOTHER: *What? Show me.*

  CHILD: *This, uh, this—uh, this.*

  MOTHER: *Show me.*

  CHILD: *This. Uh, this! This! This!*
MOTHER:  *What is it? What is he looking at?*

(3) CHILD (3:2): *I wanna get some candy from— from Scotty for Valentine.*

In Examples (2) and (3), children produced disfluencies in association with presumed lexical retrieval difficulties. These and other examples of child-produced disfluencies suggest that at least some children produce filled-pause disfluencies before difficult words and linguistic material. Thus, children may also be able to learn about the classes of referents that trigger processing difficulties through their own production experiences.

**Insert Figure 5 about here**

An analysis akin to our earlier one of child-directed speech reveals that the probability of a filled pause in child-*produced* speech similarly increased with children’s age (*rho* = 0.94, *p* < 0.001) (Figure 5). At age 2, the rate was approximately 1 every 230 words (though, again, this is most likely an underestimate). Further work is needed to ascertain whether these production experiences influence children’s ability to make causal inferences about other speakers’ disfluencies.

**The nature of the knowledge**

Precisely what children understand about disfluencies is an open question, though the results of our eye-tracking studies suggest that the knowledge goes beyond mere lexical associations. Clark and colleagues have suggested that speech disfluencies signal to the listener that a speaker is having difficulties producing speech (Clark & Fox Tree, 2002). Work with adults shows that high-level reasoning about the cause of speakers’ processing difficulties may drive the interpretation of disfluencies or, at the very least, modulate the use of generalized low-level statistical associations between disfluencies and certain types of referents (Arnold et al.,
It is possible that children, too, engage in this type of causal reasoning. Children may reason that disfluencies are the result of processing difficulties, and subsequently seek out the referent that is likely to have caused those difficulties. While this reasoning almost certainly does not happen consciously, children may nonetheless have learned that disfluencies occur because of speaker difficulty, and that speaker difficulty often arises with novel/unmentioned referents. Thus, children could gain the low-level association by way of a higher-level inference about the speakers’ communicative goals and troubles. If so, we might expect children—like adults (Arnold et al., 2007)—to alter their interpretations when disfluencies can be attributed to an external cause.

Alternatively, children could show the patterns demonstrated here without any understanding of the linguistic processing mechanisms involved on the part of the speaker. Disfluencies might simply be associatively linked through experience to novel/unmentioned referents. (Note that our study leaves unresolved which of these factors—novelty or discourse status or both—is relevant.) That is, toddlers could observe that when an adult produces a disfluency, the word that follows is likely to be unknown to the child or previously unmentioned, or the adult’s overt behavior is likely to be directed to a novel or unmentioned object. They could then generalize the association to the class of novel/unmentioned referents. Thus, the disfluency could be interpreted to mean “look at the less familiar or unmentioned referent”. This theory does not assume intermediate stages of processing or conceptual reasoning about the internal state of the speaker: the association between a disfluency and a class of referents is quick and direct. Such an account would predict that children could not alter their interpretation of disfluencies on the basis of high-level reasoning about the cause of a speaker’s disfluency.
Both accounts are plausible, given what is known about infants’ and young children’s capabilities. Infants and children are known to be capable statistical learners (e.g., Fiser & Aslin, 2002; Saffran, Aslin, & Newport, 1996), which could enable them to detect correlations between disfluencies and referent novelty in the environment. Young children are also able to engage in pragmatic inference (e.g., Behne et al., 2005), and even very young children are able to infer the intentions and difficulties of others (Warneken & Tomasello, 2006). It is possible that by 2;6 years, children have access to this type of reasoning during online sentence processing. Future research is needed to determine which of these two accounts best describes toddlers’ understanding of disfluencies.
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Figure 1: Log probability of a filled pause in child-directed speech in CHILDES, plotted by age with standard errors.
Figure 2: Each of the 16 novel-familiar object pairs was presented three times in succession. The familiar object was always labeled during the first two presentations. On the third presentation, children were instructed to look either at the familiar or novel object with either a fluent or disfluent command. The window of analysis used was the 2 seconds before the onset of the final object label (the period of disfluency in disfluent trials).
Figure 3: The proportion of looking to the novel object in the two seconds before the onset of the target label (the period of disfluency in disfluent trials) for the three age groups. The error bars denote standard errors.
Figure 4: Children’s difference scores (proportion novel/unmentioned minus proportion familiar/mentioned in the 2-second window before the onset of the target word) are plotted as a function of age in 2 month bins for all three age groups (Studies 1 and 2). The solid line represents the correlation between children’s ages and difference scores. Age accounted for 13.3% of the difference-score variance ($r^2 = 0.133$). A regression analysis revealed that age was a significant predictor of difference score ($\beta = 0.07$, $t = 2.62$, $p < 0.02$).
Figure 5: Log probability of a filled pause in child-produced speech in CHILDES, plotted by age with standard errors.